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0. Introduction 
In [7] Sacks introduced the notion of forcing with perfect closed sets of real 
numbers as conditions. This notion has since found wide application, particularly 
in descriptive set theory. Forcing with perfect sets has become known as Sacks forcing, 
and the associated generic real numbers are called Sacks reals. 
Many people discovered independently that it is possible to enlarge the 
continuum by adding an arbitrary number K of Sacks reals. Conditions are 
functions with countable support belonging to the product of K copies of P, the 
partial ordering of perfect sets of reals. This notion has also proved useful, but it 
is still unknown whether it shares many of the combinatorial properties of forcing 
with P alone. This notion of forcing is said to add K Sacks reals simultaneously, or 
side-by-side. 
Here we will discuss another way of enlarging the continuum with Sacks reals, 
namely adding Sacks reals iteratively, so that each real is generic over the model 
obtained by adjoining the ones before it. Details are in Sections 1 to 3. 
Our principal results are as follows: 
First we show (Theorem 4.5) that if one starts with a model of ZFC+2K° =K 
and adjoins K2 Sacks reals iteratively, then in the resulting model 2'° = K2, every 
selective ultrafilter is K1-generated, and every selective ultrafilter in the ground 
model generates a selective ultrafilter in the extension. Hence in the extension 
there are only 2"0 selective ultrafilters. It is also true (Theorem 4.3) that if 
f: w -+ 2 and f is in the extension, then some infinite subset of f lies in the ground 
model. 
Analogous results are unknown for simultaneous Sacks forcing (unless K <w! ). 
We also show (Theorem 5.3) that if one forces with P as defined in the model 
mentioned above, then cardinals are collapsed. Hence it is relatively consistent 
that perfect-set forcing collapses cardinals. It is not known whether it is relatively 
consistent that 2x°> kl and perfect-set forcing preserves cardinals. 
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Finally we show (Theorem 6.4) that if K is weakly compact in the ground model 
and K Sacks reals are added iteratively, then in the resulting model K becomes k2 
and there are no W2-Aronszajn trees. The relative consistency of the latter 
assertion was first proved by Silver in a model of Mitchell [6]. This model is quite 
different. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the theory of forcing and generic sets 
(see [4], for example) but not the theory of iterated forcing. In a partial ordering 
(P, -) we write p extends q as p: q. Thus, for example, a set DcP is dense in P 
iff VpEP3gEDq=p. 
We consider forcing as taking place over V, the universe of all sets. If P is a 
partial ordering and G is P-generic, then V[G] denotes the generic extension. 
Forcing with respect to P is denoted by I. We abbreviate (Vp) p II cp to Ihp cp. 
For typographical convenience we generally use IF., instead of IhPd 
If 0 is a term such that II-p Q is a partial ordering, then the iterated forcing first 
by P, then by Q, can be accomplished by a single partial ordering P® Q. 
Elements of P® 0 are pairs (p, 4) such that pEP and Il-P 4EQ. We let (p,, q1) 
(p2, q2) iff p, --p. 2 and p, IFr41 > q2. We identify pairs (pl, 4) and ((P2,42) such that 
(pl, 41) >. (p2,4) > (p,, y, ). More generally, if -- is a pre-ordering being used for 
forcing, then we consider -_ as a partial ordering by identifying p and q when 
p=q%p. 
If aEV, then we use a itself as the canonical term of the language of forcing 
which denotes a. Terms not necessarily denoting specific elements of V usually 
have dots over the top. For instance, it is quite possible to have If-p äEV 
without having lFpd =a for any specific aEV (although necessarily 
(Vp E P)(3q - p)(3a E V) q IFpä = a). Following this convention, the Q of the 
preceding paragraph should have been Q. 
We shall assume that the set of terms of the language of forcing is full in the 
sense that if p IFp 3x cp(x), then there is a term z such that p Il-pcp(z). This requires 
the axiom of choice, which is assumed throughout the paper (see [4]). 
Finally, if G is P-generic and x is a term of the language of forcing with P® Q 
over V, then x canonically determines a term of the language of forcing with Q 
over V[G]. The latter term will also be denoted by x. 
I. The partial ordering 
Let Sq =U 1'2: nE w}, the set of finite sequences of zeroes and ones. A set 
pc Sq is perfect if 
(1) VsEpdnsInEp, and 
(2) VsEp3t, uepsct, u and tau and ult. 
We express (2) by saying that p forks below each sEp. Note that pc Sq is perfect 
if {fE `" 2: Vn fInE p} is a perfect subset of w2 with the product topology. 
Let P= {p c Sq :p is perfect}. We order P by letting p=q (read "p extends q") 
if pcq. Forcing with this partial ordering was introduced by Sacks in [7] and has 
found many applications. 
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We will be interested in iterated forcing with P. For ordinals a =1, we define P. 
by induction as follows. Let P, = P. Given Pa, let P.,, = Pa ® P, the canonical 
partial ordering associated with the extension obtained by forcing first with P. 
and then with P as defined in the extension via Pa. (Note that the definition of P is 
not absolute. ) If a is a limit ordinal, let P. be the inverse limit of (P13: ß< a) if 
cf a=w, and the direct limit otherwise. 
As is well-known, P,,, may be realized as the set of all functions p such that 
domain (p) is a countable subset of a and Vß E domain (p) Ida p (ß) E P, where II-, 3 
denotes forcing with respect to P. We let p, q iff domain (q) -- domain (p) and 
Vß E domain (q) p 19 IFßp(ß): q(ß)" We identify p and q if p -_ q and q<p. We 
also identify P, and P. 
The reader should be warned that we will frequently declare that pEP. when 
we have only checked that VP e domain (p) pI 13l-p(f3) e P. The reason for doing 
this is that if p1ß IF,, p(13) E P, then there is q(ß) such that IF¢ q(ß) EP and 
p 10 IFßp(13) = q(0), and therefore p could be replaced by q. 
If p, qEP and m, nEw, let (p, m) > (q, n) if p=q, m>n, and 
(`ds (=-q n,, 2)(3t, uep fl'2)s c t, u and t/ it. The following is a variant of Lemma 
1.4 of [71, frequently called the Fusion Lemma. 
Lemma 1.1. Suppose ((p;, n, ): iE w) is a sequence such that pz E P, n; Ew and for 
each i, (p; +,, n; +, 
)> (p n, ). Then (l{p1: iE w}E P (and clearly nip,: iE w}> p, for 
all i). 
The proof is left to the reader. 
We will need a version of Lemma 1.1 for the partial orderings Pa. If p, qE Pa, 
m, nEw, and F is a finite subset of domain (q), let (p, m) >F (q, n) ill p=q, m>n, 
and (dß E F) p 19 Il-13 (p(ß), m) > (q(ß), n). Note that if k, m and (p. M) >F (q, n), 
then (p, k)>F(q, n). 
Lemma 1.2 (Fusion Lemma). Suppose ((p;, n;, F; ): ic w) is a sequence such that 
pj E Pa, n; E w, F; c Fi+1, U {F; :iE w} =U {domain (p; ) :iE w}, and for each 
i, (p; +l, n, +, 
) >F, (p n; ). Define p so that domain (p) =U {domain (pi): iE w} and 
dß e domain (p) p(ß) = nip, (p): iEw, ße domain (p; )}. Then pEP. and p>p; for 
each i. 
Proof. To show p r= P. we will show that biß E domain (p) pß U-ßp(ß) E P. This is 
an example of the abuse of terminology referred to earlier. But the proof is a 
trivial induction on ß, using Lemma 1.1 at each stage. 
A sequence ((p;, n;, F, ): iE w) satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 1.2 will be 
called a fusion sequence, and p will be referred to as the fusion of the sequence. 
Now if ß<a, let P., = {p e Pa : domain (p) c J- y: ß ---, y < a}. If pE Pa, then pß = 
p- (p I P) E Pp., and the mapping which carries p into (p 10, pß) is an isomorph- 
ism of P. with a dense subset of Pß 0 Pam where the ordering on Pßa in V[Gß] is 
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given by letting fg iff (3 pe Gß) PUfpUg. To see that the image is dense, 
suppose (p, f) E Pß P. Then there must be p'>- p and feP such that p' IFß f= 
f. Now let qEP. be such that q 10 = p' and qa = f. Then clearly (q ß, q¢): (p, f). 
Thus forcing with P. is the same as forcing with Pß ® Pte. 
2. Preservation of wl 
In this section we will show that forcing with P. does not collapse wl. 
Some explanation of our forcing terminology may be in order first. We always 
consider forcing as taking place over V, the universe of set theory, and we denote 
by V[Ga] the extension of V via forcing with P. (of course G,, denotes the 
canonical generic subset of Pa). The reader uncomfortable with this approach may 
substitute for V any countable transitive model At of a sufficiently large fragment 
of ZFC. 
If PEP and sE "2 for some nEu,, then let p, = {t E p: sct or tc s}. Of course 
p, EP iff sEp. 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose pEP, nEw, and p 11- aEV. Then there are qEP, m r= w, and 
finite xEV such that (q, m) > (p, n) and q 11- äEx. In fact, q can be chosen so that 
for every sE "2 fl p there is a9 EV such that q, IF- 4= as (so x= {a., :sE "2 (1 p}). 
Proof. For each sE '2 fl p, find qs = ps 
q=U: sc "2l p}. Then qs = qs for 
enough so that (q, m)>(p, n). 
and as EV such that qs II- a= as. Let 
each sE "2 f1 p. Now choose m large 
In order to generalize Lemma 2.1 to arbitrary Pa (see Lemma 2.3(ii) below) we 
need an analogue of ps. 
Suppose pE Pa, F is a finite subset of domain (p), and Q: F-* 2. Then pIQ is 
the function with the same domain as p such that 
P Q(ß) _ 
ýP(0) if ßO OF, 
P(ß)-(o) if 0EF. 
As with ps it need not be the case that pIae Pa. Let us say that v is consistent 
with p if pIQEP. i. e., if Vß EF (p I or) Iß Iß'ß o(ß) E p(ß)" 
Let us say that p is (F, n)-determined if for any or: F-+"2, either or is consistent 
with p or else there is ßeF such that or I (F n (3) is consistent with p and 
(P I a)10 iF 00) 0 P(O). 
The following lemma collects some easy properties of these notions. 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose peP,,, F is a finite subset of domain (p), ne (0, and Q: F--). 
"2. Then: 
(i) If maxF<(3<a, then (plo)l(3=(pl13)l Q. 
(ii) If a=1, then p is ({0}, n)-determined for every nEw. 
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(iii) If k%n, G2F, (q, m) >G (p, k) and p is (F, n)-determined, then so is q. 
(iv) If max F<ß <a, then p is (F, n)-determined if p 113 is (F, n)-determined. 
(v) There is qeP. such that q>p and for some a: F-+"2, q=qo. 
(vi) If p is (F, n)-determined and q; p, then there is v: F-. "2 such that or is 
consistent with p, and q and pIv are compatible. 
Proof. The only non-trivial parts are (v) and (vi), and (v) easily implies (vi) so we 
only prove (v). Suppose the elements of F are ßl, ... , ßk in increasing order. By 
induction on i ý, k we find q, and a.: {R,, ..., ß; 
}--*"2 so that p -- qo =--' ý_ qk 
and q, I a, = q;. Let q0 =p and Q0 = 0. Given q; and o";, find q -_q; I ß; +l and s C="2 so 
that q IFß,,, seq; (ß; +, ). Then let v, +1= oU {(ß; +l, s)}, and let q, +, be defined by 
qj+j I ß1+1 =q, qj+ß(ßj+j) = qj (13j+, )., and q11(y)q1(y) for y> ßi+,. 
Lemma 2.3. For each a -1, the following hold: 
(i) If pEP., nEW, p II-a it E V, and F is a finite subset of domain (p), then there 
exists (q, m) such that (q, m) >F (p, n), q is (F, n)-determined, and VQ : F--* "2, if a 
is consistent with q, then there exists as such that qIa IFa ä= aQ. Hence if x= {a, : o, 
is consistent with q}, then q IF., ä EX. 
(ii) If PE Pa, nEw, p II-« f: cw--* V, and F is a finite subset of domain (p), then 
there exists (q, m) and a sequence (x; :i(: - w) of finite sets such that (q, m)>F (p, n) 
and gIF. Vi f(i)Ex1. 
(iii) If PEP., nEw, p IF. "ä is a countable subset of V", and F is a finite subset of 
domain (p), then there exists (q, m) and a countable set A such that (q, m) >, (p, n) 
and gIl-ýa. cA. 
(iv) If PE Pa, nE co, a<y, p IQ E Pa', and F is a finite subset of domain (p), 
then there exist (q, m) and fE Pa,, such that (q, m)>F(p, n) and q IF, f=f. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on a. 
(i) For a=1 this is Lemma 2.1 (and Lemma 2.2(ii)). Assume a>1. 
Suppose a=ß+1. Without loss of generality we may assume ßEF. By Lemma 
2.1 applied in V[GR], we see that there are terms q, rh, and äs for each sE '2 such 
that p 10 IFa cp, where cp is the following assertion: 
ä =cis "(4, ººi) > (p(ß), n), dEV, and ds E p(p) n "2 9s IF 
Now, by inductive hypothesis applied to PR, we can find (q', m')>F_{ß}(p I ß, n) 
such that q' is (F-{(3}, n)-determined and for each Q: F-{ß}---"2, if o is 
consistent with q', then there are x, ma, and {a, -,,: sE xo} cV such that 
q'IQlýC](1"2=x m=m,, and VsE"2äs=as-s. 
Here a -s denotes the function T: F-+"2 such that T 19 =Q and -r(ß) = s. 
Now define qEP. by q 10 = q' and q(ß) = q, and let mEw be large enough so 
that m: -', m' and m: mQ for all a consistent with q'. But then (q, m) >F (p, n), q is 
(F, n)-determined, and for any a: F-"2, if v is consistent with q, then qIQ It- ä= 
aQ. This completes the proof if a is a successor ordinal. 
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Assume a is a limit ordinal. Choose 13 so that max (F) < 13 < a. We use the 
symbol I-* to denote forcing over V[Gß] with respect to Pp.. Using the isomorph- 
ism between P. and the dense subset of Pß ®P constructed earlier, we see that 
p RIF13 "(3fEP )(3bE V) f, pß and fIf*d=b". 
It follows that there are terms f and 6 of the language of forcing with respect to 
Pß such that 
pýßlFO"! pß, 6E V, and1IF-*ä=b". 
Applying the inductive hypothesis to Pß we find (q,, m)>F(p 113, n) such that ql is 
(F, n)-determined and for every Q: F->"2, if v is consistent with q1, then there is 
bQ EV such that q11 o, 1}-ß b=b,. 
Now, applying part (iv) of the lemma to Pß, we find fEP and 
(q2, k)>F(ql, m) such that g2lhßf = f. But then (q2, k)>F(p ý ß, n), so if we let 
q= q2 U f, then (q, k) >F (p, n), q is (F, n)-determined (by Lemma 2.2(iii)) and for 
any o,: F-3' 2, if a is consistent with q, then qIo, IF ä= bv. 
The final sentence of (i) follows from Lemma 2.2(vi). 
(ii) Using part (i) repeatedly, it is easy to construct a fusion sequence 
((p;, n,, F; ) :iE cu), and a sequence (x : nE w) so that po = p, no=n, Fo =F and 
`dip; +i II-j(i) E x;. If q is the fusion of the sequence, then by Lemma 1.2, 
qII-, Vi/(i)ex,. 
(iii) is a trivial consequence of (ii). 
(iv) By part (iii) there is (q, m)>F(p, n) and a countable set A such that 
q I1ra domain (f) g A. Now define fE Pa,, so that V(3 E A, f (ß) is a term denoting 
the same object denoted by f (o) if ßE domain (f) (in V[Ga]), and otherwise 
f (P) = 0. Then clearly q Il- ff so q IQ =f by our convention for identifying 
equivalent objects. 
Theorem 2.4. Forcing with P0, does not collapse w,. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3(ii) or (iii). 
Remark. Lemma 2.3 is all we will need for the rest of the paper, but it should be 
remarked that for many applications of perfect-set forcing a somewhat stronger 
version of part (ii) is required, namely: if p II-J: : (o--+ V, and if g r= `°w is eventually 
arbitrarily large (i. e., bm 3n Vk an g(k)>m) and bin g(n) > 0, then 3q: -: -p 3(z,,: nE a)) q IF-Q bin f) nE Zn, and do Iz I` g(n). The proof is rather involved, 
since one must ensure that each condition "forks very slowly", but the reader 
familiar with perfect-set forcing should have little difficulty reconstructing it. 
Lemma 2.3 also allows us to conclude that forcing with the P. is iterated 
forcing in the full sense of the word. 
Theorem 2.5. Let Pß denote the result of defining Pß in V[G0]. Then for any 
a, j3 >-1, IFa Pa, a+ß 
is isomorphic to Pß. 
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Proof. The proof is by induction on P. It is easy to see that IFaPa, a+ß c 
(1: 3f E Pß 
Vy E domain (f) f (a + y) =f (y)}. The reverse inclusion follows from Lemma 
2.3(iv). 
3. The K2-chain condition 
In this section we show that 20 = Xl implies that for each a- 6)2, Pa has the 
K2-chain condition, and hence preserves cardinals. This result is sharp, for it is 
shown in Section 5 that P,,, 2+1 collapses 0)2 onto wl 
(if 2° = kl). We also remark 
that if 2'-=X,, then ii, 2-=t42- 
Lemma 3.1. For each a< 0)2, there is a dense set W. c P,. such that IWt= 2K°. 
Proof. Let W. = {p e Pa : Vn Ew dß E domain (p) 3m>-n3 finite Fg 
domain (p) p is (F, m)-determined and ßEF. 
First we show W. is dense in P.. Let pEP. be arbitrary. Using Lemma 2.3(i) 
repeatedly, it is easy to find a fusion sequence ((p;, n;, F; ): iE (o) such that po = P, 
Fo and no are arbitrary, and for each i, pi,, is (Fa, N)-determined. Let q be the 
fusion of the sequence. We claim qe Wa. Fix nEw and ße domain (q). Choose i 
large enough so that N. ;n and ßEF;. Then since p; +l is (F;, n, )-determined it 
follows that q is (F;, n; )-determined (by Lemma 2.2(iii)). 
Now we show by induction on a< w2 that I W. I = 21°. Clearly W, = P, (by 
Lemma 2.2(ii)) so I Wl I= 21-. Note that if pE Wa and (3<a, then p 113 E WR. 
Hence I W. I = 2° if a is a limit ordinal. Suppose a=ß+1. If pE Wa, then 
do 3m -n3 finite F,, c domain (p 10) Va : F,, _*('-)2 if o- is consistent with p 10, 
then 3xa EV (p ß) 1 Q1ýßp(13) (1(-)2 = xQ. But then clearly p is completely deter- 
mined by p 10, the sequence ((m,,, F): nE (a), and the correspondence that sends 
Q to xo. Hence I Wa I= 21-. 
Theorem 3.2. Assume 2- = K. Then for every a w2, P. has the K2-chain 
condition, and therefore preserves cardinals. 
Proof. For a <w2 this follows from Lemma 3.1, since Pa has a dense subset W. 
of cardinality 81. For a= 0a2 this follows from an easy 1-system argument. 
Theorem 3.3. (a) If f E`°2f V[GH] and cf a -w1, then 3ß <a fE V[Gß]. 
(b) Assume 2° = K,. Then 1I (. Z 
2'ßo = K2. 
Proof. Suppose p IQ: :w -), 2. As in the Proof of Lemma 3.1, there is q_p and a 
sequence ((F,,, m): nE w) such that do Vo,: F,, -+ ('-12 if Q is consistent with q. 
then for some xa qI ai fIn= x0. Then f is completely determined by q, ((F,,, Mn): n r= (j), and the mapping carrying each o' to xQ, provided that qE Ga. 
If qEG., and cf a. cwt, then 3ß <aqe Gß. This proves (a). 
To prove (b) simply note that q may be chosen to be in W. for some a <w2. 
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4. Selective ideals and ultrafilters 
If I is an ideal of subsets of o, then let I+ = {A c (o: A0 I}. An ideal I is 
selective if (VA E I+)(V f: A- w) f is one-to-one or constant on a set in I+. An 
ultrafilter on (a is selective (or Ramsey) if its dual ideal is selective. (Note: Some 
authors use the term "weakly selective" instead of "selective"; our terminology is 
that of Grigorieff [3]. Throughout this section we consider only non-trivial ideals, 
i. e., ideals containing all finite subsets of o. ) 
The object of this section is to show that under forcing with respect to the 
partial orderings P., selective ideals remain, in some sense, selective ideals. A 
precise statement is in Theorem 4.2. 
Examples of selective ideals are: 
(a) the dual ideal to a selective ultrafilter, 
(b) the ideal of finite subsets of W, and 
(c) the ideal generated by a maximal (infinite) collection of almost-disjoint 
subsets of w. 
It should be remarked that selective ultrafilters can be proved to exist only 
under special set-theoretic assumptions, such as the continuum hypothesis or 
Martin's Axiom (see [1] or [4]). For a model with no selective ultrafilters, see 
Kunen [5]. 
It will be convenient to observe that I is a selective ideal iff 
(1) VAEI, VBcA, BEI, 
(2) VA E I, V finite Xsa,, AUXEI, and 
(3) VA E I+, Vf: A if V n{a EAf(a) then 3B E I+ f is one-to-one 
on B. 
The proof is trivial except for the fact that any set I satisfying (1)-(3) is closed 
under finite unions. If A, BEI but AUB0I, then choose f: AUB -+ co such that 
f-1{0}=A and f is one-to-one on B-A, and apply (3) for a contradiction. 
Another characterization of selective ideals, to be found in Grigorieff [3], is the 
following: 
Aset TgU{'o: nEco}is atree iffVsETdoEwsInET. For each sE"wand 
each mew, let s"(m) denote the concatenation of s and m. If T is a tree and 
sET, let T. = {m : s"(m)E T}. If I is an ideal and T is a tree, then T is a strong 
I-tree if every finite intersection of sets in {TS :sE T} lies in I+. A function fE `"cu 
is a branch through a tree Tiff Vn fInET. 
Then I is a selective ideal if every strong I-tree has a branch f with 
range (f)E I. 
If X is a collection of subsets of w, then the upward closure of X is {A 
w: 3BEXBcA}. 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose I is a selective ideal. Then 
IF "the upward closure of I+ is the complement of a selective ideal", 
where "II-" refers to forcing with P. 
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Proof. Let j be a name for the complement of the upward closure of I+. Then 
clearly IF 
J satisfies (1), (2) above. We need only check I}- J satisfies (3). 
Suppose AE I+, pEP, and 
plFf: A-. w and do{m: f(m)-n}EJ. 
It will suffice to find q>p and BE I+ such that 
y II- f is one-to-one on B. 
Sublemma. Let p': -:, p and n, kE Co. Let 
Z(p', n, k)={ieA: (3q, m, l)(q, m)>(p', n) and ql1-k--f(0<11. 
Then A- Z(p', n, k)) E I. 
Proof. For each SE p' fl "2, let 
Z5={ieA: 9q ps gIF 
Then clearly A-Z, EL We claim (l{Z$ :sE p' n "2} c Z(p', n, k), which will com- 
plete the proof. Let iE (l{ZS :s r= p' n "2}. For each sE p' fl "2 choose qs = ps and 
kS >- k such that qs IF 1(i) = k9. Let q=U {qs :se p' fl "2}. If m and 1 are chosen 
large enough so that (q, m) > (p', n) and max {k.,: se p' n "21<1, then clearly 
q IF k -_ 1(i) < 1. Hence iE Z(p', n, k). 
We return to the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
Let us define a strong I-tree T as follows. By induction on n, we will determine 
T fl 'w and, for each sETn "W, we will find ps EP and n, and k, EW such that if 
t= s"(i) and tET, then (p`, n, ) > (p', nj and p' II- kS -- 
! (i) < k, The only element 
of T fl °2 is the empty sequence 0. Let p° =p and no = k° = 0. Given sET fl "2, 
put t= s"(i)E T if i> max range (s) and ie Z(ps, ns, k5). Then p`, n,, k, may be 
found easily. By the Sublemma, T is a strong I-tree. Since I is selective, T has a 
branch g with B= range gEI. Note that g must enumerate B in increasing 
order. But now if q= (l {pg it is clear by Lemma 1.1 (since 
(p g 1`+1, ng j; +1)> (pg `, ng jj) for all i) that qEP, and q II- 
f is one-to-one on B. 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose I is a selective ideal. Then for any a , 1, 
II-. "the upward closure of I+ is the complement of a selective ideal". 
Proof. The proof is by induction on a. For a=1 this is Lemma 4.1, and if 
a=ß+1, ß , 1, then since Pa is isomorphic to a dense subset of Pp ®P we are 
done by inductive hypothesis and Lemma 4.1. 
Thus we need only treat the case where a is a limit ordinal. The proof in this 
case is essentially the same as in Lemma 4.1, provided we can prove an 
appropriate version of the Sublemma. Therefore we prove the following, and 
leave everything else to the reader. 
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Sublemma. Let AE I+, pcP., and assume 
pl-. f: A-*w and Vn{m: f(m)=n}EJ 
as before. Suppose n, kcw and F is a finite subset of domain (p). Let 
Z(p, n, F, k) = {i c= A: (3q, m, l)(q, m) >F (p, n) and q Iha k -- 
10) < l}. 
Then A-Z(p, n, F, k) EI. 
Proof. Choose ß so that sup F<P<a. Let j, 3 be a name for the complement of 
the upward closure of I+ in V[Gß]. By inductive hypothesis, II-, Ja is selective. 
Let 2 be. such that 
pI PF, 32=1iEA: 3gePýg, pß andgli*f(i)%k}, 
where II-* refers to forcing with Pß. Since 
pll-. Vn{m: f(m) -- nj e j, 
we must have p1ß II-13 A- 2E Ja. 
To show that A- Z(p, n, F, k) EI we need only show that if BE I+ fl P(A), then 
B f1 Z(p, n, F, k) 0. We begin by showing that there is iEB and 
(q, m) >F (p 10, n) such that q 1! -R iEZ. 
By Lemma 2.3(i) we may assume p is (F, n)-determined. Let o,... , rrr 
enumerate all functions Q: F-'2 such that or is consistent with p. We construct a 
sequence ((p;, n;, B; ) :i= r) by induction so that (p+ l, n; +l) >F (p;, n; ), B; E I+, 
Bi+1 c B;, and P. + ljQ; IF B; +, s 
Z. Let po =pß, no=n, BO=B. Since 
p; IFRA - ZeJa, we must have 
p; II-13 (WE I+) B' g B; n Z. 
By Lemma 2.3(i) there is (p; +,, n, +, ) >F (p n, ) and Bi+1 E I+ such that 
pj+j I or IFßB; +I E- B; fl 
Z. But now if q=p, and m=n, we have (q, m) >F (p I R, n) 
and q IißB, c Z. 
We assert that if iE B then iE Z(p, n, F, k), and this will complete the proof. 
By Lemma 2.3(iv) there is gE Pß,, and (q', m') >F (q, m) such that q' F, 3 "g pp 
and g II-* f (i) k". Hence q' Ug tl- f (i) --k. Now by Lemma 2.3(i) there is 
(q", m") >F (q' U g, m') such that for some 1, q" IFS f (i) < 1. Hence iE Z(p, n, F, k). 
Theorem 4.3. For any a -- 1, 
U- 
. 
VA gW 3B EVB is infinite and BEA or Bc w- A. 
Proof. Let I be the ideal of finite subsets of w and apply Theorem 4.2, using the 
characteristic function in "2 for A. 
Theorem 4.4. Let U be a selective ultrafilter on w. Then for any a -- 1, 
UFa U generates a selective ultrafilter. 
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Proof. Let I be the dual ideal of U, and apply Theorem 4.2. 
Theorem 4.5. Assume that 2- = K1 and 2' = Kz. Then in V[GCZ] it is true that 
2K° = 2xt = kZ and every selective ultrafilter is X1-generated. Hence in V[G, ] there 
are exactly 2"- selective ultra filters. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.3(b), IF2,,, 2xß = K2. Since 2', = K21 P,,, Z 
has the K2-chain 
condition, and P,,, = 
has a dense subset of cardinality X2 (by Lemma 3.1) it follows 
immediately that IF2,, 2 
2x1= K2. Thus we only need show that every selective 
ultrafilter in V[G] is K, -generated. 
Suppose U is a selective ultrafilter in V[G. j. Let (A.: a <w2) enumerate U, 
and let A. be a name for A. in the language of forcing with respect to P. For 
each O f'4- w2 and each n< co, let Dan be a maximal pairwise incompatible subset of 
P., 
Z such 
that VP E D., t either p 11-,, = neÄ. or p 
I1- n$ Aa. Since P,,,, has the 
w2-chain condition, 3ß< 02 Vn Da PR. 
By Theorem 3.3(a), if cf a -_ wl and fE `'2 n V[GH], then 3ß <afE V[GR]. 
It follows that in V[G,,, 2], 
for each a< w2 there is ir(a) < w2 such that VfE 
ý2 n V[GG]30 <Tr(a) f is one-to-one or constant on A. Since P,,, 2 
has the K2-chain 
condition, there is ýr : w2-ß 62 such that it c= V and bra er(a) -_ 7r(a). 
But now it is easy to see that there must be some ß< w2 such that cf 13 = w, and 
Va <ß er(a) <ß and Vn Dan c Pß. But then clearly Un V[Gß] e V[G, ] and 
Un V[Gß] is a selective ultrafilter in V[Ga]. 
By Theorem 2.5, IFß P, 3,,,,, is isomorphic to 
P,,,,, so by Theorem 4.4 applied in 
V[Gß], un V[GR] generates U. Since IUn V[Gß]1 = K,, we are done. 
Putting Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 together, we have, for example, 
Theorem 4.6. If ZF is consistent, then so is ZFC+2'- = tt2+ every selective ul- 
trafilter in L generates a selective ultrafilter+ every selective ultrafilter is K1- 
generated. 
Remarks. (1) Kunen (unpublished) was the first to prove the consistency 
with 2K°> K, of the existence of an X1-generated selective ultrafilter, but his 
model is quite different. He begins with a model of 2K°> Kl and adds a generating 
set iteratively in wl steps, each time preserving the countable chain condition. 
(2) The existence of an N, -generated ultrafilter while 21-=N2 also settles 
problems 26 and 40 of Erdös and Hajnal [8]. The notation (;, 2' mean that 
for any f: KXA -42 there are AcK and BcA such that JAI '= K, JB I= A and f is 
constant on AXB. A family F of sets has property B iff there is a set A such that 
for all BEF, both A f1 B and A-B are nonempty. Problem 26 asks whether 
( 2tto\ ý2'0 ý, ' 
III--> /I ko x0 2 
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always holds and problem 40 asks whether every collection F of sets such that 
IFl <2° has property B. Both problems clearly have negative answers if 2Ko = KZ, 
and there is an X1-generated ultrafilter. In fact, as in Theorem 4.6 we can even 
obtain a slight improvement, namely 
\Ka/ý\XoinL/2 
which is defined as above except that the set B is required to be in L. 
5. Collapsing cardinals 
In this section we prove, assuming the continuum hypothesis, that forcing with 
P,,, 
2+1 collapses w2 onto o, and 
hence it is relatively consistent with ZFC that 
forcing with P collapses cardinals. This also shows that Theorem 3.2 cannot be 
improved. 
Let us say that pEP. Z+1 splits 
if there is a sequence ((Fn, mn, in) :nE w) such 
that 
(1) each Fn is finite and U {Fn :ne w} = domain (p I w2). 
(2) Vn mn, in E Co, 
Fn c Fn+1, in < in+1, and pI ()2 is (Fn, mn)-determined. 
(3) Vn VQ : Fn-+1"-)2 if o, is consistent with pI (o2, then there is xQ EV such 
that (P I W2)1 o IF- . P(o2) (1" 
2= xv. 
(4) if or, T, x and x, are as in (3) and a T, then x, fl xT = 0. 
Suppose p splits. Let a, be the unique countable ordinal such that there is an 
order-preserving mapping fp carrying a., onto domain p. Let En = fP 1(F,, ) and for 
each n and each Q: En-> ("Q2 let gp (v) = x,, ,, where the x, are as in (3) and (4) 
above. We refer to gp as the splitting type of p. Note that a1, and ((En, mn, in) :nE 
w) are recoverable from g11. 
Lemma 5.1. If p and q both split and have the same splitting type, and if p and q 
are compatible, then domain (p) = domain (q). 
Proof. Suppose domain (p) domain (q). Let r -- p1 w2, qI w2. It will suffice to 
prove that there is r' ý-- r such that 
r' IF .2p 
(w2) and q(w2) are incompatible. 
Since gp = gq we must have ap = a4, and the sequence ((E,,, mn, i,, ): nE co) must be 
the same for both p and q. 
Let ß< ap be the least ordinal such that ff(ß) f4(13). Without loss of general- 
ity we may assume f, ((3)<fq(f3). Let y= fp(ß), S= f4(ß). Clearly there is r,: ---r 
cmný n<w, and s, t r=- 2 such that s :ýt, 0EE,,, and 
r, 1I8 S, tE r(S). 
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Let F= (f'E, t) n 
S. By Lemma 2.2(v) we may assume that there is v: F--* I'd2 
such that rl IQe P8. Define 7: FU {S}-*(`"^12 by -r 
fF=o, and r(5)=s if either 
yO F or a-(-y) * s, and T(S) =t otherwise. 
Finally, take r'-- rIT such that r' 18 > rl Iv and such that for some o, QZ : En -+ 
(-d2 we have r' l Ql °f p' = r'= r' l o, 2°fq 1 (by Lemma 2.2(v)). By the way T was 
defined we must have v, o, 2 (since cri(P) * a-2(13)). Hence gp (ah) fl gq (Q2) =0 and 
we are done, since 
r Ik ,,,, P 
(WZ) n12 = gv (Q1) 
while 
r1ý 9ýW2)flcii2=g4(°2) 
Note that since pI w2 is (f pE, m)-determined, (3-1-f-, ' must be consistent with 
pI w2; similarly for cr2. 
Lemma 5.2. {p E P.,,, :p splits} is dense in P.,.,,. 
Proof. Let qEP,,, 2+,. 
We will find p=q such that p splits. 
Let kE "w be given. Then, using Lemma 2.3(i) repeatedly, it is easy to find a 
sequence ((p, m,,, F, in) :nE w) such that ((p,,, m,, Fn): ne co) is a fusion sequ- 
ence, po =qI w2, mo = Fo = io = 0, p,, is (F,,, m)-determined, and for all o: F --p 
('n-12 there is yQ EV such that if o- is consistent with p+1, then 
P,. +i Q' 1I", 9(w2) n 
"--, '2 = Yo, 
and 
p,,, IF,,, 2 every element of q(a2)n"-)2 
has at least k(n) extensions in 
q(Wz)nc., >2. 
Moreover, such a sequence can still be found even if k(n) depends on F, m, 
and in. The function k we shall need is determined as follows. Let l be the number 
of sequences Q: F,, -' (m 2, and let k(n)= 1o 2`-+1 
Then, given a sequence as above that works for this k, it is easy to find xQ g yQ 
for each r such that each xv &0 and (a) if o: F ""+('-ý2 and T: Fl--* Imn+)2 and 
Vpe F v(f3) g r(ß), then every element of x, has at least two extensions in x., 
and (b) if o Q', then x,, fl xa, = 0. 
Now define p, q by letting pI W2 be the fusion of the sequence 
((p,,, m, F,, ) :nE (o) and defining p((02) by stipulating 
ýP 102) 1Q if'uh p(w2)n "wr1'2 _ xv 
for every u. Then p splits and p -- q. 
Theorem 5.3. Assume the continuum hypothesis. Then forcing with P.,, i,, collapses 
(02 onto Gw,. 
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Proof. The continuum hypothesis trivially implies that if T is the set of all 
splitting types of elements of P,,, Z+,, 
then DTI = X,. Now, working in V[G,,, Z+, 
], 
define f: T--* WZ (where w2 denotes the cot of V) by f (g) =ý if 3p E G,,, Z+1 p splits 
and has splitting type g and supdomain (p) = ý. By Lemma 5.1, f is a function with 
domain of cardinality X,. By Lemma 5.2, the range of f is cofinal in 62. This 
completes the proof. 
Corollary 5.4. It is relatively consistent with ZFC that forcing with P fails to 
preserve cardinals. 
Proof. Pß2+1 is isomorphic to a dense subset of PP= P. 
6. Aronszajn trees 
The cardinal-collapsing results of the previous section may seem unfortunate, 
but they can be put to use to show that if K is a weakly compact cardinal then 
forcing with P,, yields a model in which there are no o2-Aronszajn trees. 
For a more complete discussion of the problem of the existence of Aronszajn 
trees, see Mitchell [6]. The first model in which there are no cot-Aronszajn trees is 
also to be found in [6]. The forcing conditions here are quite different; neverthe- 
less in Lemma 6.2 we show that they have the same key property as Mitchell's. 
Mitchell's model can easily be modified to yield a model in which there are no 
W3-Aronszajn trees, and the same can be done for the methods here. In recent 
unpublished work, A. Kanamori has shown how to generalize iterated perfect-set 
forcing to larger cardinals. 
Lemma 6.1. Suppose cf a>w, peP, and 
p II- f is of unction on a and (V f3 < a) fjßEV. 
Then p Ih fEV. 
Proof. Suppose the conclusion is false. Then there is q, p such that q I- f V, 
Recall that for any rEP and SE "2 fl r, rs = {ter :ts or sc t}. 
We will construct a fusion sequence ((pi, nj: ie co) such that 
(1) (Vi)(ds E p, +, fl 
(", )2)(3g, )(p, +t)s II-3 ßf 
10 =g. 
(2) (Vi)(Vs, tep; +, n 
("-)2) if sýt, then g, and gt disagree at some point. 
Let po = q, no = 0. Now suppose (p;, n; ) is given. 
Let k be the cardinality of p; fl °", '2, and fix sEp, fl (", )2. Since (p, ), II- V, it is 
easy to find an ordinal 0(s)<a and a sequence ((p (s, j), g(s, j)): 0-- j k) such 
that for each j, p(s, j) = (p; ) domain g(s, j) = ß(s), p(s, j) IF g(s, j) c f, and if jl j2ý 
then g(s, j1) and g(s, j2) disagree at some point. Moreover, we may assume that if 
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s, t r: p; n'"-)2, then ß (s) =ß (t). Hence there is a function z such that if s, tE 
pin (%)2 and s t, then g(s, z(s)) and g(t, z(t)) disagree somewhere. Let pi+1= 
U {p(s, z (s)) :sE pi n (", )2}, and choose n1+l so large that (p; +,, n11)> (p;, N. ). Let 
gs = g(s, z (s)). This completes the construction. 
Let r be the fusion of ((p;, n1) :iE (a). Since cf a>w there is 13 <a such that for 
every s occurring in the construction of the p., ß (s) < ß. Let r'-- r be such that for 
some g, r' IF f 10 = g. But since r'(=- P there is iEc, W and s, tE r' n (-)2 such that s# t. 
But then we must have g5, g, S g, contradicting the construction of z. 
Now we step up Lemma 6.1 to arbitrary P. 
Lemma 6.2. Let ý> 1 be arbitrary. Suppose cf a>o, pE PE, and p If-Cf is a function 
on a and (dß < a) fIßEV. Then p IýJe V. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on ý. By Lemma 6.1, we need treat only the case 
where ý is a limit ordinal. The proof in this case is quite similar to the proof of 
Lemma 6.1; we assume p I-k f r= V and build a fusion sequence in which the crucial 
step is given by the following Sublemma. We will prove the Sublemma and leave 
the rest to the reader. 
Sublemma. Suppose q FJO V, nEw, and F is a finite subset of domain (q). Then 
there is (r, m) such that (r, m)>F(q, n), r is (F, n)-determined, and for every 
o, : F-2, if o is consistent with r, then there is a function gQ EV such that 
(i) rjQlF, (3R<a)gg=f f3. 
(ii) if Q# -r, then gQ and gT disagree at some point. 
Proof. Choose -q so that max (F) <, q < ý. Then by Lemma 6.2 for i, which we 
may assume as inductive hypothesis, we must have 
qjq 1ý,, ccq" 0 
10 V[GM]". 
where II-* refers to forcing over V[G] with respect to P. 
By Lemma 2.3(i), we may assume without loss of generality that q is (F, n)- 
determined. Let Ql, ... Qk enumerate all a: F-"2 such that v is consistent with 
q. 
Thus we have 
qI -a IF, "(2h1,.. ., 
hk %q")(3gl, ... , gk E V) if i j, then g, and g, disag- 
ree at some point and if 1i; k, then h. IF* (3ß < a) fIß=g; ". 
Fix terms hl, ... , 
hk, g,, ... , gk so that 
qIq IF-n "h,, ... , 
hk , q" and gl, ... , gk EV and if i0j, then g; and disagree at some point and if 1-i-k, then h; II-* (313 < a)1113 = giI,. 
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By Lemma 2.3(i) and (iv) there is (q', n')>F(q I q, n) such that for all j, if 
1-- j-k, then there are h;; e P£ and g1, for i =1, ... ,k such that 
q'i v, 1l, Vi h; =h;; and g; =g,;. 
Now it is easy to find a mapping k} such that for all j, j', if 
j j', then &(, ), and g,, r(j. );, 
disagree at some point. Determine rE PP as follows. Let 
rq= q', and let r" be such that for all j, q' Io IF, r" = h, (, )j. Then clearly 
(r, n') >F (q, n), and if 1 -- j -- k, then 
rlQ; IF£3ß<ag. (j)i=f 
l ß. 
Lemma 6.3. Suppose K is strongly inaccessible. Then K= W2 «"ý 
Proof. An easy 4-system argument shows that if K is strongly inaccessible, then 
P,, has the K-chain condition. Hence K -- wZ «-3. To complete the proof we must 
show that every cardinal A such that 81 <A< K is collapsed onto Kl in V[GK ]. 
This can be proved along the lines of Section 5 (assuming 2'°° = K1 in V), but a 
much simpler proof is available, as pointed out by J. Roitman. All we need is the 
following (combined with Theorem 2.5). 
Sublemma. If 2x°> X, in V, then P1 collapses 2K- onto K1. 
Proof. For a<w, and i r= 10,1}, let p.; be a term such that I-. pa; = 
It E U{n2: nE w}: t(0) = i}. For each fE `"2 and each a <w1i let qaf E P., be such 
that domain (qf) = {w "a+n: nE w} and if ß=w"a+n, then gaf(ß) = pßf( ). If 
fýg, then q. f and q, are incompatible. Now in V[G., ] define a function 
h: wl*("2)" by 
h(«) =f 
if qo, fEG, 
=f o otherwise, 
where f. E ("2)V is fixed. Clearly h is well-defined and onto by the genericity of 
G.,. 
Remark. This lemma is applicable to many other notions of forcing besides 
perfect-set forcing. 
A partial ordering (T, , T) is a tree if! Vt ET Is ET: s <Tt} is well-ordered. If 
(T, -T) is a tree, let T° = It ET: Is ET: s <T t} has order type <a}. A branch 
through (T, <T) is a linearly ordered subset of T. A tree (T, , T) is an c,, 2- Aronszajn tree if I Tj = K2, I T° I -_ Kl for all a< (02, and T has no branches of 
cardinality N2. An 6)2-Aronszajn tree T is special if there is a mapping 7r: T-, 
{fEU {°W, :a< w2} :f is one-to-one} such that s =Tt iff v(s) c 7r(t). We assume 
the reader is familiar with the theory of weakly compact cardinals. See [2]. 
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Theorem 6.4. (i) Suppose K is weakly compact. Then IF,, there are no (O2- 
Aronszajn trees. 
(ii) Suppose K is Mahlo. Then IF, there are no special w2-Aronszajn trees. 
Proof. We proceed as in Mitchell [6]. It is easy to see that if (T, T) is an 
w2-Aronszajn tree, then we may assume that T= (2, V" E (02T" = wl "a (the ordinal 
product), and Va, ßET if a'T 13, then a P. Accordingly, suppose by way of 
contradiction that pUKT= (K, !! kT) is an w2-Aronszajn tree, Va EK 'P" = wl " a, and 
da, (3EK if 
«ýTR, then «-- R. 
Since P. has the ºc-chain condition there is a function it : rc -K such that for 
each a, if q >- p, ß<a and q II-K ß <Ta, then qI 7r(a) IlK R ýTa. Let C= 
{a <K: col "a=a and dß < aw(ß) < a}. Then C is closed and unbounded, and if 
aeC, then clearly 
p IFK'Ta E V[Ga] 
where b., is a name for Ga. 
Let R= {(q, a, R) :q, p and q IFK a , T(3}. Let V. denote the set of all sets of 
rank <ic, and let cp denote the assertion 
p IF, every cofinal subset of ic fails to be a branch through (K, ;f T). 
Then cp may be written as a Hi-assertion over the structure 
R, P) 
as follows: (Vq = p)(Vf g VK) if f is a function on K, (Va E ºc) f(a) is an antichain in 
P,,, and (Vq' %q)(Va (=-K)(3ß > a)(3r Ef (ß)) q' and r are compatible, then 
(Vq'%q)(3a, 0EK)(3r>-q')(3sEf(a))(3tEf((3)) a<ß, r, s, t anddq" (if (q", a, 
ß) ER then q" and r are incompatible). 
Note that the function f above determines a set X9K in V[G,, ] by letting 
X= {a : G,, fl f(a) 0}. With this in mind, it should be easy to see that the 
assertion above says that (Vq , p) if q forces X to be cofinal in K, then q forces X 
not to be a branch through (K. '-; -T). Furthermore, any XcK in V[G,, ] may be 
represented by such a function fEV. If k is a term denoting X then simply let 
f (a) be a maximal incompatible subset of {q e PK :qV. aE X}. Since P. has the 
K -chain condition, f (a) e V.. (Note also that we assume P,, c V,, ; whether or not 
this is literally true depends on the definition of the notion of a term of the 
language of forcing. Certainly this can be arranged. If the reader is working with a 
definition of forcing which makes this literally false then simply replace P. by an 
appropriate isomorph. ) 
Since K is weakly compact, there is a strongly inaccessible cardinal XEC such 
that 
(V, E, PKnv,,, n V, Rnv,, p)kcp. 
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But that means 
p II ,, every cofinal subset of A fails to be a 
branch through (A, TI A). 
Hence 
p II- T" E V[G] and in V[G], T' has no branches cofinal in A(= w2). 
By Lemma 6.2, 
p 1ý, every maximal branch through T" lies in V[&]. 
But this is a contradiction, since 
p IV-K Va if aE T"+1- then 1p: (3 -Ta} is a maximal branch through 
T" cofinal in A. 
The second part of the theorem has a similar proof, which is left to the reader. 
Added in proof 
Shelah has recently shown that it is relatively consistent that 2° >X, and perfect-set 
forcing preserves cardinals. 
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